
….....WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF WILDMAN 3!...........

This is the one that started it all.  A Level 1 and Level 2 
capable kit. Designed to bring all the fun and benefits of 
high quality fiberglass rockets to both entry level and
 experienced rocketeers.
 Easily turned into a 2-stage screamer with no 
modification, by adding the Wildman Staging upgrade kit, 
now or at a later date. For total versatility we think the 
54mm Wildman 3 is unbeatable!

The first in the long line of Wildman  innovative kits, it 
offers spiral wound tubing, a longer standard size fincan, 
making the philosophy of  Rule 4: “stuffing  the largest 
motor that I can in the pipe” an everyday reality. 
Add a detailed, step by step, photo essay construction 
manual, makes this kit and build, a welcome trouble free 
experience for both beginners and veterans alike! 

No expense has been sacrificed and no details have been 
overlooked to bring you one of the finest rockets available 
today! 
Lifetime warranty....higher quality....higher flights...longer 
lasting, easier to finish rockets all at affordable prices, are 
just a few of the attributes, the 'Wildman' design team has 
been striving to bring you. Thank you for your purchase 
and once again welcome to the Wildman family, you are 
now an “official” Wildman or Wildwoman!!



Photos page here....................................................

      Parts, specs and finished rocket

…...................................................................................





…................A WORD ABOUT INJECTED FILLETS.............
One of the unique aspects of WILDMAN kits is the injected 
fillet system...............................................

READ these instructions first then come back and BUILD!
…................................................................................



Slide coupler into rear of airframe, mark 3 lines through 
slots, remove, these marks are for Av bay rivet positions.

Slide NC into rear of airframe, mark 3 lines through slots 
onto NC, these marks for shear pins.



Insert NC into payload just far enough to transfer 3 marks onto 
tube. Measure back from edge 1 ½ in. And mark for shearpins.

Push NC tight into tube, use 5/64  bit, drill 1st  hole insert 
2-256 nylon shear pin [screw], move to 2nd repeat, finally 
to 3rd and repeat again. 

Do not try and drill all holes at once, then insert pins. They 
rarely line up when done this way. DO THEM ONE AT A TIME.
Before removing the pins, scribe a line or keymark on NC and 
tube to aid in future alignment.

Tip: use 1/8 bit and drill half hole in joint between NC and 
tube, just deep enough to be seen through a few layers of 
paint. See Tip keymarks,in avionics bay [coupler] section for 
pictures.



Extend lines on coupler using straight edge or drawer.

Coupler is 9in. Measure 3in. and 6in, mark, this will center the 
ventband. Using drawer or straightedge transfer all 3 lines 
from coupler onto ventband for vent hole position.

 Remove and sand coupler  where band is to be epoxied. 
Apply epoxy to that section, and with a twisting motion, slide 
band into position with vent marks between lines on coupler 
for rivet positions. When cured mark band 1in.[center] from 
edge on lines ,drill all 3 vents with 1/4in bit.



TIP: this is done [rotating the vent band] to prevent rivets 
from lining up with vent holes,causing turbulence and 
incorrect altimeter readings.

Push av-bay part way into payload, transfer 3 rivet lines 
onto edge of tube.  Push av-bay tight into tube. Measure 
back 1 ½ in. And drill 5/32 hole for rivet. Insert rivet, 
move to 2nd position repeat, move to 3rd and repeat. DO 
NOT DRILL THEM ALL AT ONCE. Do them one at at time, 
hole, rivet etc. to insure a proper fit!!

Before removing rivets scribe a line or keymark between the 
tubes and Av-bay to aid in future alignment.



TIP: Keymarks... using a 1/8 bit, drill partial hole on center 
of joint, half hole on payload, half on ventband. Just deep 
enough to be seen through several layers of paint. In 
photo below keymarks were outlined with sharpie for 
visibility.  [ rivet is on left]

Mark and drill hole with 1/8 bit 12inches from edge of 
payload tube. This is for relieving internal airframe 
pressure.



Drill hole with 1/8 in. bit 18 inches from front edge of 
fincan tube. To vent internal airframe pressure.

TIP:  Airframe vents prevent premature separation of payload 
from fincan, and NC from payload, due to internal pressure 
becoming higher than external, caused by rapid acceleration 
or pressure variance at different altitudes. Higher internal 
pressure will  force separation of airframe sections in order to 
equalize with the outside. [Think ears popping when traveling 
up and down in the mountains.]



Motor mount assembly:check CR's for fit, sand if needed.
    Lay kevlar strap across centering ring and mark both sides.

           Transfer lines to inside, file notch on each side.
                     Sand exterior of MM with 60-80.

Stuff kevlar into MM leaving 6-8in.hanging out over each side.
Slide notches on CR over Kevlar. Top of CR should be 
approximately ½ in. from tube end. Align CR and use drop or 
2 of CA to hold in place if fit is not snug.

Stretch out the shock cord making sure there are no twists or 
knots. Re-adjust if need be. Stuff cord back into MM.

Mix some epoxy for next step:



Place some epoxy on MM tube under each strap. Push strap 
onto epoxy then cover with more. Encapsulate it

Make a small fillet on both sides of the CR. Small fillet, just 
enough to seal any gaps between the CR and tube.

 A larger poured fillet will be done later after the MM 
assembly is installed into the airframe.

Before continuing time to think about MOTOR RETENTION.



The retention you use, will determine if you mount it on 
the rear CR now or later, and the distance MM tube 
extends past CR. If using clips and T-nuts mount them 
now. Center of hole 1/4inch from edge of CR . Putting 
grease in threaded holes will prevent epoxy from ruining 
them during build. For Aero-Pac [P version] glue it on now. 
Just 2 examples of many.

…...................WARNING.............DANGER..............
Before tacking on rear CR, slide the middle CR onto tube. 
After rear CR is positioned you will not be able to get the 
middle one on!
…...............................................................................

Now is the time to dry fit motor retention and adjust if 
needed. It is recommended to fit a motor in place to be 
sure  alignment issues have been addressed. There is 
nothing worse than completing a project, only to find the 
motor won't fit due to an overlooked error. SO CHECK IT 
NOW!



In this case [using Aero-Pac] it has been mounted on the MM 
now. And the Middle CR has been slid on.

…..............Time to explain the next few steps..................

MAJOR TIP: INJECTING FILLETS You will be injecting the 
internal fillets for the fins. The fins must fit tight to the motor 
mount tube, and the CR's must fit snug to both ends of fins. 
You are creating a dam so the injected epoxy cannot leak 
under the fins, or around the fin/centering ring joints. Any 
gaps and you will have epoxy leaking out of the fillets!

Slide MM assembly into airframe, trace all 3 slots on MM. 
Number each fin, slot and mark on MM while dry fitting,
sand slots if needed, this makes sure all will go back 
together smoothly when glueing. Remove and stand on 
end. 



 Place fins in their correct numbered positions and slide middle 
CR down on to them to hold . You may need an extra pair of 
hands for this step if your CR is a loose fit. When CR is firmly 
positioned on top of fins, tack CR in place with a few drops of 
CA. Remove fins, insert MM back into airframe, check fit with 
fins in place. Make any needed adjustments, remove, then fillet 
top of middle CR.

Fill any gaps between rear CR and tube with epoxy, not getting 
any where the fins will be. This would prevent the fins from 
seating tightly and causing leaks when injecting!



Sand  both sides of 3 slots out ½ in. from edge of slot.[for 
fillet adhesion ]

Drill ¼ in. holes  both sides of 3 slots...... 3inches from each 
end. Center hole ¼ in. from edge of slots.
          Sand inside of tube where CR's will be epoxied.

   Tip :sand  fuzzies off holes left from drilling, if needed use 
dowel with sandpaper taped on, to reach inside. If left, when 
injecting the carbon fiber mix,the fibers will collect on 
them,clogging the holes. 



Fin mounting: tack fins to hold in place for injecting.

 Sand both sides of  3 fins with 60-80 grit, 1in. up from 
root edge. Slide MM assembly into airframe, make sure 
numbered slots,fins and motor mount lines are correct.

Butter root edge of fin 1 with bead of 10min. epoxy,add a 
small dollop on each end where fin will contact CR's. Push 
into slot 1 and onto line 1 on MM tube. Make sure fin is 
down all the way tight. Repeat for fins 2 and 3. Make sure 
you are careful and have proper alignment. Check on fins 
regularly for slippage till epoxy cures. You may have to 
tape fins into position if they are a loose fit and won't stay 
put.



Tip: remember when mounting fins to get the alignment 
correct. This is imperative for straight flights! 
 

Airframe should be level for the injected fillets. Use rack or 
hang over edge of table/workbench and check for level 
both side to side and front to back.

Mix 30ml of West,Pro Line, [or equivalent] epoxy for 
injecting 2 fillets. Mix with hardener then add the chopped 
carbon fibers.
A 10ml syringe is available at Wildman . You may have to 
cut the tip to a 45 angle, to make it work better.



A small pile of chopped carbon about the size of a dime 
should be added. It doesn't look like much, but after 
stirring  into epoxy, it will separate and be quite thick.

Stir for a good minute or two. Then fill the syringe. You will 
be putting approximately 15ml or cc [they are the same] in 
each fillet total. Divide one syringe full between both holes 
on one fin. Then repeat on other. Divide a 3rd full syringe, 
half on 1 fin and half on the other fin. Does not matter 
which hole is used .Clean syringe with alcohol to re-use 
between injecting fillet sets. When cured move on to 
2ndand 3rd set.



Tip: there is less than ½ in. between airframe and MM 
tube. When sticking syringe tip into hole, it is easy to get 
so close to MM, that if you inject to rapidly the epoxy will 
backsplash off the MM all over the inside of airframe. Take 
your time and be careful!

Tip airframe up slightly for a few moments then down. This 
will help disperse the epoxy more evenly.

Peek into rear and you can see if it flowed evenly and  the 
finished internal fillets. 
 



Block both sides of airframe so it can't move and make sure 
it's level so fillets cure evenly . When cured do the remaining 
2 sets. You can work on other assemblies [NC and AV-Bay] 
while fillet is curing if you wish to save a little time and use 
left over epoxy.

External Fillets:

Measure ½ in. from tube up fin, mark and tape. Then 
from fin out 1in. on tube and tape. This will keep excess 
epoxy from messing up fins and tube during fillet work.



   Thickening agent must be added to epoxy for external 
fillets. Several products will work, West 406 colloidal 
silica is what we use. I mixed in 6 times the amount 
shown to get consistency needed [like peanut butter]. 
Mixing thoroughly each time before adding more. The 
smoother and more lump free the mix, the less sanding 
will be needed when cured!
    You will need a dowel, pipe section or other round 
object to pull out the fillets. ¾ in to 1in. diam will work.

Add some mix to fillet in small amounts, checking with 
tool [dowel] so you don't overfill. At first pull out from 
center in each direction till enough has been added for 
contact with tool. Dipping the tool in Alcohol will make a 
smoother fillet and prevent epoxy from sticking to it.



When enough has been added to form a fillet, start at 
front of fin. Make a slow even pull, applying same 
amount of pressure,no stopping from start to finish. If 
there are low spots or misses, add some filler and 
repeat process till you get it right. Keeping tool clean 
and moistened with alcohol. 

Finished fillets will look like this. Removing the tape is 
easier if done when epoxy reaches mid cure. Much 
harder to remove after full cure.



Nosecone assembly:

Place nut then washer on eyebolt,insert through NC 
bulkplate,add washer and nut, tighten. A drop of CA or 
epoxy may be added so nut cannot loosen. Sand any 
rough burrs off NC interior to aid in fitting BP. Sand BP 
assembly to fit in shoulder of NC. Recess the BP about 
1/8 in. to have lip for fillet.

You can use the payload section to hold NC in position 
while putting fillet on BP. Helps keep it level. 
 
TIP: If you do this between the sets of exterior fillets 
you can use the left over thickened epoxy. Works great 
and will fill any gaps.

Some folks like to put trackers or GPS in NC. If you wish 
to see this method it's in the manual for the 
4in.Extreme Wildman on his site.  



Avionics-bay: Sand surfaces of BP's that will be glued. 
Place nut and washer on eyebolt. Insert through larger 
BP. Spread some epoxy on surface, then add smaller BP. 
Add nut and snug till epoxy cures. Do not over tighten. 
Repeat for other one or do all 4 on one eyebolt . Doing 
all on one will keep holes aligned when drilling and BP's 
correctly centered.

Measure 3/8 from edge of Larger BP. Drill ¼ holes for 
tie rods on opposite sides.

Drill 1/8 holes for e-matches ½ in from edge.[1 or 2 
depending on how many altimeters] Separate the BP's 
and install 1 set on eyebolt. Place nut & washer on tie 
rods, insert through BP,install washer and nut, tighten 
and put some CA or epoxy on to keep from loosening. 
This end will have the tie rods permanently installed. 
Install eye bolt on other BP.



Tip: If you offset the rods slightly when mounting, it will 
be easier  to put BP on when prepping your rocket.

There are many ways to mount altimeters and install 
sleds. This one is shown for its versatility and fit.
All hardware can be mounted on one side and it can be 
easily moved to a larger rocket and screwed to another 
sled. 2 options shown.

Option 1:

Using a bench grinder, dremel, files, etc. cut notch for 
eyebolt nut and a larger one for washer. This will allow 
for the sled to butt against BP's and sled to be sitting in 
alt. bay, off center for more room. [see pic below] You 
can also cut or a few notches on edge for airflow but 
that is not necessary.



Here you can see how notching and offsetting gains 
extra room if you need it. Allowing 2 battery boxes and 
2 altimeters to fit. Tie rods over and under sled.

Finished sled and ease of mounting in larger rocket.

Option 2 for mounting:Place AT ingniter tubes, 
lightweight tubing, etc. on tie rods for spacing, glue sled 
on the tubes. If 1 altimeter is used or extra room not 
needed a simple solution.



Mounting Rail Buttons: Mark line centered between two 
fins for mounting. Here is a simple way if you do not 
have one of your own.

Tape edge of paper to center of fin. Mark center of next 
fin. Fold in half to mark. Crease is your center. Mark it 
on tube.

Mark center on front edge of fins. Draw line with square 
or straight edge up to top CR. Shining a light into tube 
will make seeing top CR easy. Drill 1/8in. hole into top 
and bottom CR. The screw will self tap. Remove add 
drop of CA or epoxy and mount buttons. If you miss the 
CR don't worry, the fiberglass airframe is strong enough 



MM top fillet:

Final step in MM is the poured top fillet. Tape cup to 
dowel at angle shown. This will allow you to hold tube 
at same angle, slide cup of epoxy into tube and twist 
dowel 180 degrees to dump epoxy on top of CR without 
slopping it all over the interior. Use care to keep epoxy 
out of MM.

Alternative methods: drill small hole above CR and 
inject epoxy, but then you must fill hole.

Tape a syringe full of epoxy to side of dowel. Insert into 
airframe and use another dowel to push the plunger.

Finished internal fillet.



               Congratulations. Your DONE!

Your Wildman 3 carries a lifetime warranty if built as 
above. It does NOT cover bad recovery. It DOES cover 
your rocket from shredding with any commercial motor 
you can stuff in the pipe. 

NO nose weight is needed for ANY commercial motor.
No re-enforcement such as glassing fins or tip to tip is 
needed.

A few recommendations:
Clean with soap and water or alcohol before painting.
25-30ft of shock cord for apogee and main.
Start with 1.5-2.5 grams of bp for main ejection charge.
Start with 2-2.5 grams of bp for apogee. Ground test!
50-60in. Chute for main.
Drogue less is acceptable if allowed where you fly.
You may fly higher with small motors [motor eject] by 
removing payload and NC. Remove NC from payload 
and attach to fincan.
Nomex or Kevlar chute protecter.

    Take the Oath...now you are a Wildman/Wildwoman.
  
….…..…...................SEMPER FLY!................................






